The Style Invitational
WEEK 63: BAD ABOUT YOU

# Using only the letters in the famous name of a serial killer, create a name for a country or a city. You do not have to use ALL the letters in the killer's name. Example: John Wayne Gacy—Ghana

# Name an amusing celebrity and the planet you would send him or her to. Examples: Roseanne Arnold, Saturn. Ross Perot, Pluto.

# Come up with a funny caption for either of these photographs.

Now, don’t jump to conclusions. This Week’s Contest was suggested by the literally hundreds of you who keep writing in with stupid ideas for new contests. We’re not going to respond to these ideas because it would run a contest to come up with a lame idea for a new Style Invitational contest, an idea destined to create uniform results. You must give at least one example. Find-a-potato winner gets a fancy belonging, featuring the likeness of Marilyn Monroe on the upper-curve scalpel. It is available at this is not an original Battelli, though we have obtained it for $50 from highly reputable art dealers who specialize in old, rare, and particularly vicious Style Invitational items. Government permit is required. Honoroble mentions will get a slick new style Battelli tumbler sketchers. Winners will be selected on the basis of humor and originality. Mail your entries to the Style Invitational, 63 Wellesley St. Cambridge, MA. 02138. Or you can email us at style.invitational@vicinity.com. Entries must consist of at least 80 words. Please include your address and phone number. Winners will be announced in three weeks. No purchase necessary. Employee of The Washington Post and their immediate families are not eligible for prizes.

Report from Week 60
From Week 60, in which we asked you to come up with questions to any of several answers we supplied.

# Six Runner-Up—Answer: Peter, Paul and Mary. Question: What are two of the Apocalypse and their book? (James Christopher, Springfield)
# Fifth Runner-Up—Answer: Jonathan Livingston Maggot. Question: Who wrote “Today is the first day of the rest of your life?” (Ted Spoon, College Park)
# Fourth Runner-Up—Answer: Only Roseanne Arnold. Question: Did Arnold the Pig have any sibs? (Jese H. Sisk, Atlantic)

# Third Runner-Up—Answer: Peter, Paul and Mary. Question: Who recorded the hit song “Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right Already?” (Ellen Curnalian, Lewiston)
# First Runner-Up—Answer: Larry from Flowers. Question: What’s the two people sign on the back of the record “Let’s Do It!”? (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

And the winner of the terreria-turro fava bean and pigs' hair award: Answer: Shikluna. Question: What is the primary ingredient of the Dick Gregory “all-sausage” diet? (Bruce Evans, Washington)

# Honorable Mentions:
Answer: Dr. James Salk and Larry from the Three Stooges
What medical research team developed the vaccine shot to the back of the head? (Earl Wick Smith, Washington)

Answer: Jonathan Livingston Maggot
What is the title of Richard Bach’s unscrupulous marketing monger? A. The Maggot, B. A Maggot who wants to be a fly? C. Paul Smith. (Washington, also: Roseanne Arnold, Washington)

Answer: What do I find when Jonathan Livingston I chumps? (Ron Piskowisko, Reston)
Answer: Shikluna. Question: How do you get out of the mouth of the Marquis de Sade? (Walker & Griswold, U.C. Smith, Lawrence)

How do the Singaporeans create an American celebrity? (Al A. Hymowitz, New York)

Answer: Garciantea and Panafractulata
Which children of Frank Zappa have the most common names? (Preston Williams, Alexandria)

What is the theme of the largest hand clapping? (Christopher L. Pynchon, Washington, also: Jim Chasing Washington)

Answer: Where would be a good place for Salmon Rushdie to promote his new book, “In Your Face, Rafiqjamal?” (Ellen Curnalian, Lewiston)

Answer: Moonoozo
What is the dyslic’s mantra? (Ellen Curnalian, Lewiston)

What do blades of grass yell out to scare each other off troweetowthwew? (Robert D. Green, Woodbridge)

Answer: Vladimir Zhivoyevich’s Teeth
What is the best reason to get rid of your color TV? (Vivian St. Vitus, New York)

What is the last place in the world to find a harp’s head? (Scott Thompson, Belvedere)

Next Week: No Hard Feelings.
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